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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Appendix C to the Cultural Heritage Impact Statement (CHIS) evaluates Phase 2 of the redevelopment of
Greystone Village (formerly the Oblate Lands). The plan of subdivision divides the site into seventy-two
(72) blocks and Phase 2 includes the development of the Greystone Village Retirement Residences
identified as Block 31 on the approved Draft 4MPlan for Phase 2 to the north and east of the
Deschâtelets Building.
This addendum addresses a minor variance application under Section 45 of the Planning Act.
The purpose of the application is to construct an eight-storey, 146-unit retirement home on the vacant
property on the southwest corner of the proposed Scholastic Drive and des Oblats Avenue (Figure 1).
In order to proceed, the owner requires the Authority of the Committee for a Minor Variance from the
Zoning By-law to permit an increased building height of 88.0 metres above sea level as measured to the
top of the rooftop equipment, whereas the By-law permits a maximum building height of 83.7 metres
above sea level and states that Section 64 (Permitted Projections) shall not apply, and no part of the
building shall project above this. See Section 4.0 of this report for planning parameters.
This report identifies the cultural heritage resources and values that may be impacted with the Phase 2
redevelopment. The report follows the content outline recommended by the City of Ottawa for Cultural
Heritage Impact Statements and should be read in conjunction with the CHIS submitted in September
2015. (Previously submitted)
The Phase 2 development excludes the Deschâtelets Building, constructed in 1885 as a scholasticate for
the Oblates of Mary Immaculate and associated lands. The Deschâtelets Building and the associated
cultural landscape are designated under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act (OHA) and are considered to
have cultural heritage value.
The following documents were used in the preparation of this addendum to the report:
 Cultural Heritage Impact Statement for Greystone Village (Oblate Lands Redevelopment) 175
Main Street, Ottawa July 2015.
 Appendix B: Cultural Heritage Impact Statement Phase 2 – North Village Draft Plan Block 49, 175
Main Street Ottawa, Ontario August 2016;
 Aerial and Perspective Views October 23, 2017 Neuf Architect(e)s;
 Architectural Plans, and Elevations October 11, 2017.Neuf Architect(e)s;
 Urban Design Review Panel Recommendations. June 1, 2017; and,
 Pre-consultation Meeting Minutes with the City. May 5, 2017.

1.2

Owner and Contact Information

Address: 1433 York Mills Drive, Ottawa ON K4A 2N9
Current Owner: Greystone Village Inc.
Contact: Marc Boulianne / Richard Lemay
COMMONWEALTH HISTORIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Email: mboulianne5@gmail.com

1.3

Site Location, Current Conditions and Introduction to Development Site

The property is a 10.8ha located at 175 Main Street in the Old Ottawa East neighbourhood known as the
Oblate Lands. The development site is located to the north and east of the Deschâtelets Building at the
intersection of Oblats Avenue to the north and Scholastics Drive to the east. It is separately owned with
the municipal address 225 Scholastic Drive.

Figure 1: Block plan of the proposed Greystone Village Retirement Residences and adjacent existing and proposed
future infill development. Source: S. J. Lawrence Architect Sept. 11, 2017.

1.4

Relevant Information from Council Approved Documents - Official Plan

The City of Ottawa includes provisions for Cultural Heritage Resources in Section 4.6 of the Official Plan.
Section 4.6.1 addresses the requirements for a CHIS when development has the potential to affect
heritage resources contained within the development site that are designated under Parts IV of the OHA
– The Deschâtelets Building and two associated cultural landscapes – as well as heritage resources that
are adjacent to the development site – St. Paul University.
Section 4.6.3 addresses development sites that are adjacent to the Rideau River where a CHIS is
required to ensure that the visual quality of the waterway and view from the waterway are evaluated.
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Neighbourhood Character

The Ottawa East Community Design Plan separates Old Ottawa East into a number of character areas
with their own distinct character and built form, one of which is the Oblate Lands.

2.0 HERITAGE RESOURCE DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY
2.1

Site Development History and Chronology

See Cultural Heritage Impact Statement submitted in September 2015.

3.0 STATEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE VALUE OR
INTEREST
3.1

Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest

The Statement of Cultural Heritage Value identifies the primary cultural heritage values and heritage
attributes of the Oblate property landscape and the Deschâtelets Building. For a detailed discussion of
the Statement of Cultural Heritage Value or Interest and a description of heritage attributes, see the
Cultural Heritage Impact Statement submitted in September 2015. The heritage attributes or characterdefining features that are applicable to the assessment of the development proposal are listed below.
Heritage Attributes / Character Defining Features:
Key attributes that embody the heritage value of the Deschâtelets Building as an excellent example of a
Roman Catholic institutional building include:
 The building’s relationship to the forecourt at the front and views overlooking the Rideau River.
Key attributes that embody the heritage value of the landscape associated with the Deschâtelets
Building include:
 The heritage landscape of the entire property including the views and sightlines, its relationship to
the Rideau River, to Main Street, to the Deschâtelets Building, to the neighbourhood surrounding
it, and to adjacent institutions – St. Paul University and the former Convent of Les Soeurs du Sacré
Coeur de Jésus.
 Views towards the Deschâtelets Building from Main Street and from across the River.

4.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
4.1

Introduction

This report addresses the impact of the phased development of Greystone Village by the Greystone
Village Inc. The proposed retirement home development is the first to occur adjacent to the designated
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landscape associated with the Deschâtelets Building. A description of the planning framework as
submitted for the minor variance application and a design narrative follow.

4.2

Planning Framework Proposed Development

Source: Novatech Eng. Kayla Blakely
City of Ottawa Official Plan (As amended by OPA 150, 2013)
The subject property is designated General Urban Area as shown on Schedule B to the City of Ottawa
Official Plan. It is anticipated that the lands designated General Urban Area will continue to mature and
evolve through intensification and infill at a scale contingent on proximity to major roads and transit,
and the area’s planned function.
The General Urban Area designation policies permit many types and densities of housing, including
retirement home uses, such as that proposed for the subject property. Policy 5 under Section 3.6.1
supports opportunities for intensification within the General Urban Area where it will complement the
existing pattern and scale of development and planned function of the area.
The proposed mid-rise retirement home building represents an opportunity for intensification within an
area, which is expected to experience considerable growth and development in the future. The proposal
is in keeping with the level of density and built form anticipated for Greystone Village, and will
contribute to the evolving character of this community. The development establishes a desirable built
form, which complements the planned neighbourhood patterns in terms of building massing and
orientation and open space and landscaping.
Section 3.6.1 of the Official Plan also establishes that the maximum building height in the General Urban
Area will continue to be low-rise, however, where existing zoning permits building heights greater than
four storeys, such zoning will remain in effect. The existing zoning of the property permits a maximum
height of 83.7 m based on elevation above sea level (ASL), and recognizes that taller and higher density
development in this area is appropriate for and supports the planned function of the future Greystone
Village neighbourhood.
It is the policy of the Official Plan that new development be in accordance with the design and
compatibility objectives set out in Sections 2.5.1 (Designing Ottawa) and 4.11 (Urban Design and
Compatibility) of the Plan. Section 2.5.1 provides that consideration should be given to components of
built form, open space and infrastructure when designing buildings and spaces as these elements
contribute to a community’s identity. The design objectives detailed under Section 2.5.1 include policies
relating to enhancing sense of community, defining public and private spaces, creating safe and
accessible places, respecting character of existing areas, understanding natural features, and promoting
sustainable design.
Section 4.11 establishes that development applications will be evaluated on the basis of various design
objectives to ensure high quality urban design and compatibility in terms of scale and use among
proximate development. The design and compatibility objectives under Section 4.11, as they relate to
the proposed development, include policies regarding good building and façade design, massing and
scale, and outdoor amenity areas.
COMMONWEALTH HISTORIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Old Ottawa East Secondary Plan and Community Design Plan
The Old Ottawa East Secondary Plan was adopted in 2011 and implements the planning and design
objective detailed within the Old Ottawa East Community Design Plan. The subject property is
designated primarily as Mixed-use Medium-rise designation, with a relatively small portion of the
property appearing to be within the Residential Medium-rise designation, as shown on Schedule A of
the Old Ottawa East Secondary Plan.
It is envisioned that the area to the east of Main Street, between Springhurst Avenue and Clegg Street,
including the Oblate property at 175 Main Street, will be developed as a Mainstreet with adjoining
mixed-use neighbourhood extending east to the River. Within this area, a variety of residential building
types and housing options are encouraged to accommodate a full demographic of households. Policy 4
under Section 10.2.1 of the Secondary Plan provides that building heights within the medium-rise area
will not exceed 9 storeys.
The Plan recognizes the heritage value of the historic Oblate Fathers property and provides that the
design of all new development shall respect the cultural heritage value of the Deschâtelets Building and
its associated cultural heritage landscape. Further, architectural treatment, including finish, colour and
materials should be complementary among buildings, and treatment of common elements, such as
fencing, landscaping, gateway features, street lighting and signage should be consistent. The Secondary
Plan includes policies, which encourage high quality landscaped spaces and require that parking for
medium-rise buildings be located primarily below-grade.
The proposed retirement residence supports the Secondary and Community Design Plans’ objectives
relating to the redevelopment of the Oblate Fathers’ property, and will contribute to a variety of
housing options for residents. The proposed development is in keeping with the policy direction and
design objectives set out in the Old Ottawa East Secondary Plan and Community Design Plan.
City of Ottawa Comprehensive Zoning By-law 2008-250
The subject property is zoned GM [2310] (General Mixed-Use Zone, Exception 2310) within the City of
Ottawa Comprehensive Zoning By-law 2008-250. The intent of the GM zone is to “allow residential,
commercial and institutional uses, or mixed use development in the General Urban Area” and to
“impose development standards that will ensure that the uses are compatible and complement
surrounding land uses”.
The purpose of Urban Exception 2310 is to establish additional provisions, which apply to the portion of
the Oblate Fathers’ property defined as Block 48 on the Draft Plan of Subdivision for Greystone Village,
which comprises the existing Deschâtelets Building and grounds, including the subject property. Urban
Exception 2310 includes the following provisions:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)


Sections 139 and 140 do not apply to the initial construction of a residential use building on the
subject site, but do apply except where otherwise regulated in this exception to:
a change in use from one type of residential use building to another permitted dwelling type;
an addition to an existing residential use building that abuts the front yard or corner side yard;
and,
the incidental use of lands within the front, interior side and corner side yards, including the
creation of a new driveway or parking space, associated with an existing residential use building.
The maximum building height is an elevation of 83.7 metres above sea level, Section 64 shall not
apply, and no part of the building shall project above this.
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The lands zoned GM[2310] are to be considered one lot for zoning purposes.
o minimum front yard setback: 1.8 m
o minimum rear yard setback: 1.3 m
o minimum width of landscaped area and landscaped buffer for a parking lot abutting
a street: 1.3 metres.
These provisions establish a maximum building height requirement of 83.7 m ASL, which represents
the elevation of the top of the flat roof of the Deschâtelets Building. The purpose of establishing this
maximum height is to ensure new buildings maintain views and emphasis on the Deschâtelets
Building (Figure 2).
The proposed development complies with all provisions of the Zoning By-law, in terms of both
permitted use and performance standards, with the exception of proposed building height. The
purposed building requires relief to permit a maximum height of 88.0 m ALS, as measured to the top
of the make-up air unit projection. It is noted that the building includes other components for which
relief is required, however, which represent elevations ASL lesser than the greatest proposed
elevation of 88.00m.
Although exceeding the maximum height requirement, the top of the eighth storey remains below the
top of the pitched roofline of the Deschâtelets Building, which has an elevation ASL of 86.93 m. In
addition, the elevator overrun and rooftop equipment are generally set back from the edge of the
exterior building walls in order to minimize views of these projections from ground level, notably as
viewed from Main Street. The proposed building’s positioning and massing in relation to the
Deschâtelets Building is such that the historic building will remain as the predominant focal point as
viewed from Main Street.

Figure 2: Composite west elevation of the Deschâtelets Building with the proposed retirement residence to the left
showing the relationship in height between the two buildings. Source: NEUF Architects October 25 2017.
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Figure 3: Composite north elevation of the proposed retirement residence (left) and the Deschâtelets Building
showing the relationship in height between the two buildings. Source: NEUF Architects October 25, 2017.

Figure 4: View of the Deschâtelets Building from Main Street. The proposed retirement residence is visible above
the north (left) wing of the Deschâtelets Building. Source: S. J. Lawrence Architect Sept. 11, 2017.
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4.3
Description of the Proposed Development – Phase 2
Design Statement
Context: The subject property is located on an exceptional parcel fronting onto the Rideau River within
the Greystone Village master plan development at the corner of Oblates and Scholastic Drive. North of
the property is currently vacant land which will soon be developed with low-rise 3 storey residential
townhomes and singles as part of the Greystone Village planned development. To the south is another
currently vacant lot planned for low and mid-rise residential uses and a community facility. Further
south is the Saint Paul University Campus. To the southwest is the unoccupied Deschâtelets heritage
building designated for residential units in the future. To the immediate west of the property is vacant
land, designated for a low-rise apartment building. Further west is vacant land extending out to Main
Street, which is planned for a mix of residential and mixed-use buildings in the future. East of the
subject property is a designated multi-use pathway and the Rideau river (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Conceptual build-out of the portion of Block 48 to the east of the Deschâtelets Building. The shaded area
identified as 3C is the property where the proposed retirement residence will be sited. Source: Regional Group
December 16, 2017

Site:
The proposed development is an eight-storey retirement home with a footprint of approx. 1,500 sq.m.
The topographical landscape of the property poses a unique opportunity; Scholastic drive (east of the
property) is one story lower than the front of the Deschâtelets building (south-west of the property).
The proposed eight-storey retirement home will therefore only appear to be seven storeys at the top of
COMMONWEALTH HISTORIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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Oblats street. Furthermore, due to the vantage points available from Main Street, the building will not
be seen from Main Street and the forecourt areas, allowing the prominent Deschâtelets heritage
building to remain the focal point. The property’s topographical differences offer a unique opportunity
to provide intimate courtyards, a seamless entrance to the below grade parking garage and various
means of accessing the building while keeping public and private/service areas separate. Servicing
access will be located at the rear (west) of the building, on the adjacent property owned by the Regional
Group and will be accessed from Oblats. The primary entrance is located on the south side of the
building and will be accessed from Scholastic drive. The south entry allows a larger flat access drive
space with a covered drop off for residents and guests with limited mobility. The two-way drive aisle
leads directly to the parking garage entrance, which leads to the bicycle storage and below grade
parking garage. Below grade parking allows an increased area of green space at grade level. A
landscaped podium courtyard is provided over the garage entrance next to the Deschâtelets building to
maintain a continuous transitional open/accessible space between buildings. The terrace will be a
combination of concrete pavers and planting areas.

Figure 6: Site plan of the proposed retirement residences. See Figure 5 for proposed uses adjacent to the
Deschâtelets Building. Source: NEUF Architects Oct. 25, 2017.
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Massing & Orientation:
The massing and orientation of the T- shape building is configured to maximize room count and optimize
views from most suites and common areas towards the Rideau River. In addition, the building is set
back irregularly from Oblats to maximize green space and include a courtyard on the opposite side from
the main car access and drop off. This northern courtyard is bordered by the street and can be accessed
from the ground floor lobby & common areas. The Landscape treatment will form a transition between
the lower courtyard and the sidewalk along Oblats. At the northeast corner of the courtyard is a
pathway to connect directly to the sidewalk. Trees and a combination of masonry pilasters and an iron
fence will run parallel to the sidewalk continuing the linear greenspace along Oblats Avenue.

Figure 7: Rendered perspective view from the north-east of the proposed retirement residence. Source: NEUF
Architect(e)s October 2, 2017.

The building massing consists of three main blocks, positioned to provide optimal views of the Rideau
River and mitigate the overall building height. The eastern block is a two-storey glazed volume that runs
parallel to the corner of Oblats and Scholastic Drive. This two-storey pavilion is terraced down from the
remainder of the building to transition the building’s scale closer to the adjacent 3 storey townhomes to
the north. The two-storey glazed atrium will provide visual animation between the interior and
Scholastic/Oblats streetscape and will include a lounge, café and bar. In addition, a rooftop terrace will
permit visitors and guests to enjoy views out to Rideau River. The perimeter of the terrace will include
planters to soften the edges of the modern lines.
The seven-storey central block terraces provides another roof terrace overlooking the river. Balcony set
backs on the seventh floor and landscape on the roof serve to mitigate the scale of the building and
complement the existing conditions. The western, north-south facing block terraces up to eight storeys;
however, it appears to be seven-storeys as the two lower floors are located below grade. The façade
acknowledges features of the Deschâtelets building and includes similar sized punched windows and
cornices. The overall building height (86.0 elev.) remains lower than the top central pediment roof line
of the Deschâtelets building (86.93).
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The building was originally designed to be constructed with steel; however, in order to reduce the
overall height and relate to the context of the area it was changed to concrete construction to further
reduce the height. Furthermore, in an effort to reduce the visual impact of the mechanical penthouse, a
mechanical room was located on the 8th floor instead of on the roof.
The buildings materials acknowledge the character of the Deschâtelets as well as the new three story
townhomes and singles fronting on Oblats. The intent is to have a very simple material palette with a
limited the number of materials. As the Deschâtelets building is directly adjacent to this site, the facades
are designed,(especially the western face), to be subservient to the prominent historical building.

Figure 8: Rendered perspective view from the north-west of the proposed retirement residence. The opaque block in
the foreground represents the later build-out of the lot to the north of the Deschâtelets Building and to the west of
the retirement residence. See Figure 6. Source: NEUF Architect(e)s October 2, 2017.

A combination of natural stone and brick arranged in a linear context blends with the old stone work of
the Deschâtelets Building. The strong horizontal lines of the Deschâtelets building are carried onto the
new façade to provide visual separation lines and create an overall horizontal feel for the building. The
design relates to the adjacent new development while at the same time reinterprets elements of the
historic building. For example, the new building will use a recessed brick line instead of a protruding
cornice to mark the horizontal pediments.




Metal panels are used as an accent material between windows and to set-back / differentiate the
upper levels. This dark upper level setback effect is reminiscent of the mansard roof that once
existed on the Deschâtelets building, but also serves to further break down the scale of the
building. Colors selected will complement the Deschâtelets and the neighbouring residences by
using hues of gray stone and brick with charcoal accents. A wood accent will be used at soffits to
add a warmer color element to the palette.
Metal paneling is used to lighten the appearance of the building mass and create the effect of taller
slender windows by pairing windows between floors.
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A recessed darker brick separates the second floor and residential floors above. This separation is
also expressed by a more textured larger format stone on the base levels and a smoother, smaller,
brick on the upper levels.
Projecting roof overhangs (similar to the proposed adjacent townhomes), provide prominent
horizontal elements to further help reduce the building height as well as provide shelter to the
terrace and balconies below.
Curtain wall/glazing is used to create a dialog between old and new as well as provide transparency
to the outdoors and animation with the sidewalk. The most open curtain wall areas are closer to
the eastern façade where the views of the Rideau River are unobstructed.
Balconies will have pre-finished metal black railings with glazed inserts to optimize river views.

Figure 9: East elevation of the proposed retirement residence. Source: NEUF Architect(e)s October 25, 2017.

Figure 10: North elevation of the proposed retirement residence. Source: NEUF Architect(e)s October 25, 2017.
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Figure 11: West elevation of the proposed retirement residence showing its relationship to the Deschâtelets
Building. Source NEUF Architect(e)s October 25, 2017.

5.0 IMPACT OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT
5.1

Development Proposal –Phase 2: Greystone Village Retirement Residences

This section specifically addresses the impacts the development proposal will have on the cultural
heritage values of the Deschâtelets Building and associated landscape, which is designated under Part IV
of the OHA. The designation applies to the landscape in the forecourt of the Deschâtelets Building
extending to Main Street including the tree lined Allée extending from Main Street to the principal
entrance, the semi-circular forecourt to the building and remnants of the Allée des Ormes to the south
and west of the building. The designation includes the footprint of the Deschâtelets Building excluding
the east wing. A maximum height for new infill development adjacent to the heritage building and
associated landscape was set at 83.69m ASL, which represents the height of the parapets to the north
and south of the gable above the main entrance. The purpose of the maximum height limits was to
ensure that views of the building from Main Street were predominant and that no new infill
development would compromise the views. This report also addresses the impacts on the views to and
from the Rideau River that borders the site to the east.
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Figure 12: North elevation of the Deschâtelets Building with the proposed retirement residence to the left. The
maximum height for any new infill was to respect the elevation of the two flanking parapets to the central
pediment over the main entrance. Source: NEUF Architects October 25, 2017.

Impacts both positive and negative on the cultural values of the heritage resources are outlined below.
The impacts are assessed based on the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places
in Canada Second Edition 2010. The following narrative includes an assessment of the development on
the character-defining features of the landscape noted in the SCHV which include:
The overall landscape and its relationship to the neighbouring sites;
The Deschâtelets Building and adjacent landscape; and,
The land along the Rideau River frontage.
Discussion: Guidelines for Cultural Landscapes
The designation of the site under Part IV of the OHA includes the cultural landscape which is defined as
‘any geographical area that has been, influenced or given special cultural meaning by people, and that
has been formally recognized for its heritage value. Cultural landscapes are often dynamic, living entities
that continually change because of natural and human-influenced social, economic and cultural
processes.’

General Standards for Preservation, Rehabilitation and Restoration Preservation
1. Conserve the heritage value of an historic place. Do not remove, replace or substantially alter its
intact or repairable character-defining elements.
Discussion: Views from the Deschâtelets Building to the Rideau River will be impacted; however, in no
substantive manner.
Views and Sightlines: The views to the Deschâtelets building from Main Street will be impacted
minimally maintaining the prominence of the building when viewed on a site line extending from Main
Street to a line corresponding with the elevation (83.69m ASL) of the two parapets to the north and
south of the gabled pediment above the principal entrance. This is primarily due to the siting of the
retirement residence far enough to the north and east of the Deschâtelets building. The height of the
COMMONWEALTH HISTORIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
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proposed elevator overrun at 88.0 m ASL exceeds the height of the roof of the central pediment of the
Deschâtelets Building at 86.93m ASL. Views from the Grand Alllée to the Deschâtelets Building have
been impacted; however, the proposed elevator has been set back further to the east and architectural
screening of the elevator will reduce its visibility.
2. Conserve changes to a historic place that, over time, have become character-defining elements in
their own right.
Discussion: The concept plan is based on the evolved cultural landscape that presently exists and no
changes to character-defining elements are proposed.

Additional Standards Relating to Rehabilitation
13. Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any new additions to an
historic place or any related new construction. Make the new work physically and visually compatible
with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic place.
Discussion: The development concept conserves the heritage value of character-defining features by
making the new work subordinate to and distinguishable from the Deschâtelets Building. The proposed
building is physically compatible with the Deschâtelets Building in scale, and massing when viewed from
the Grand Allée extending to Main Street. The palette of materials, including brick, rusticated stone
along with metal panels and monochromatic glazing is visually compatible with the Deschâtelets
Building.

Cultural Landscape Guidelines
Visual Relationships, Additions or Alterations to a Cultural landscape
15. Designing a new feature when required by a new use that respects the historic visual relationships in
the cultural landscape. This can include matching established proportions and densities, such as
maintaining the overall ratio of open space to building mass in an urban heritage district when designing
an infill building.
Discussion: The proposed retirement residence respects the character defining view plane from Main
Street to the Deschâtelets Building and maintains the predominance of the heritage building as a focal
point in views to the building from the west.
Built Features Additions or Alterations to a Cultural landscape
15. Designing a new built feature, when required by a new use, to be compatible with the heritage value
of the cultural landscape.
Discussion: The building is located to the north-east or behind the Deschâtelets Building in an area that
was historically used for out buildings including a garage and a hen house. The proposed use of the
building as a retirement home complements the proposed public use of the Deschâtelets Building.

5.2

Impacts of Phase 2 Greystone Village Retirement Residences

The proposed retirement residence was reviewed by the Ottawa Urban Design Review Panel in June
2017. The panel’s comments included:
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UDRP General Comments





The Panel is very appreciative of the opportunity to review the proposal as some members are
quite familiar with the evolution of this long term development project on the Oblate lands,
anchored by the Deschâtelets Building, a Part IV designated heritage building. The panel recognizes
the complexity of the site, and strongly feels that use of appropriate materials is critical to the
success of this project, as are building form, height and orientation on the lot.
In the opinion of the Panel, the proposed retirement home must be designed in a manner that is
respectful of its context, and must remain subservient in overall appearance and massing to the
adjacent heritage building on the property.
The Panel members appreciate the two-storey pavilion facing the Rideau River, as it nicely animates
the space.

Site Context / Layout




The Panel strongly recommends studying a more orthogonal massing that responds to the
surrounding buildings, both proposed and existing, thereby creating an opportunity for courtyards
between the Deschâtelets Building and the proposed retirement home, while also maintaining the
beaux-arts composition of the complex. This could potentially take the form of an L-shape lining the
des Oblates and Scholastic streets.
It will be critical to the success of the project that the height limit of 83.69 m ASL, which represents
the predominant height of the Deschâtelets Building, is respected to ensure the visual dominance
of the heritage building from all vantage points. This likely requires reducing the proposed height of
the building from eight floors to seven.

Materiality


In order to remain subsidiary to the Deschâtelets Building while remaining deferential, the Panel
recommends a quieter expression, using monochromatic stone and glazing.

Positive impacts of the development on the Heritage Character of the area include, but are not limited
to:







The design team has incorporated a number of the UDRP recommendations, including a quieter
expression, the two storey pavilion, and the relationship with views to and from the river;
The development is visually compatible with, yet distinguishable, from the surrounding area. A
reasonable balance has been struck between mere imitation of the existing form and pointed
contrast, thus complimenting, and respecting the heritage character of the area;
The views from the Rideau River to the Deschâtelets Building will be partially obscured; however,
the overlap between the two buildings in the view plane from the river is minor;
A composition of natural stone and brick for the base arranged and articulated in a grid like
framework re-interprets the stone work of the Deschâtelets Building in a modern manner;
The design of the development draws a distinction between what is historic and what is new while
respecting the heritage character of the adjacent Deschâtelets Building. The development is
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compatible in terms of the streetscape, exterior form of the buildings, its setting, and heritage
character of the area; and,
The design has undergone a number of iterations as it relates to the material palette. The palette
has been simplified down to three materials. The two storey coursed stone plinth references the
Deschâtelets Building.

Adverse impacts of the development proposal include, but are not limited to:





The development obscures character-defining materials, forms, uses, and spatial configurations and
has an impact on the heritage character of the area (cultural landscape);
Views to the Rideau River from the Deschâtelets Building will be affected to varying degrees;
The height of the new building sets a precedent for any future infill development to the east, north,
and south behind the Deschâtelets Building (See Figure 6 for the most recent block plan for the
area); and,
The density of the development will dramatically reduce the perception of open, green space
throughout the 10.8 hectare property;

6.0 ALTERNATIVES AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Commonwealth has reviewed the plans to ensure that the development is compatible with the
designated heritage building and associated cultural landscape as well as heritage character of the
surrounding area. As the site is developed, each of the four phases will be subject to further
consultation with the local community and the City of Ottawa. A CHIS will be developed for each of the
two subsequent phases (3, and 4) of development as part of a site plan control application at which time
alternatives and mitigation measures will be identified for consideration.

6.1

Alternatives

The proposed eighth storey and elevator penthouse can be seen above the roofline of the Deschâtelets
Building’s north wing. Efforts have been made to reduce the height of the new development including a
change of structural materials and the shifting of the elevator penthouse. These modifications reducing
the visual impact were deemed acceptable by the City’s Heritage staff.
The northern edge of the Deschâtelets Building in the foreground of views from the allée should be
clearly defined and discernible from a distance. This could be achieved through the use of contrasting
materials, forms and assemblies and or a complementary – monochromatic stone and glass
composition.

6.2

Mitigation measures include:

The plan includes the development of interpretive nodes within the public greenspace at key locations
where the history of the site will be interpreted.
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Conclusions:

The Phase 2 Greystone Retirement Residence is an appropriate ‘fit’ and compatible with the proposed
residential and community use of the adjacent Deschâtelets Building. The development will set a
precedent for the height of future infill development adjacent to the building. The site can be
characterized as a ‘continually evolving and dynamic cultural landscape’ where the earlier residential,
and institutional uses (including the St. Paul University) and associated cultural practices are still in force
guiding future change.
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Commonwealth has completed a number of Cultural Heritage Impact Statements for the private and
public sectors, including the following:
185 Fifth Avenue, Mutchmore Public School Addition, Ottawa, Ontario.
2489 Bayview Avenue, CFC Canadian Film Institute, Toronto, Ontario.
1015 Bank Street, Lansdowne Park, Ottawa, Ontario.
Algoma District Wind Farm Proposal, Lake Superior Shoreline, Ontario.
1040 Somerset Street West, Ottawa, Ontario.
Laurier Friel Redevelopment Sandy Hill, Ottawa, Ontario.
Cumberland /Murray Streets, Lowertown West, Ottawa, Ontario.
1120 Mill Street, Manotick, Ottawa, Ontario.
Ontario Place, Waterfront Park and Trail Toronto, Ontario.
Fort William Historical Park, Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Allen/Capitol Theatre 223 Princess St., Kingston, Ontario.
101-109 Princess Street and 206-208 Wellington Street Kingston, Ontario.
Greystone Village, Oblate Lands Redevelopment, 175 Main Street Ottawa, Ontario.
Bradley/Craig Barn 590 Hazeldean Road, Ottawa, Ontario.
LeBreton Flats, IllumiNATION LeBreton Redevelopment, Ottawa Ontario.
445 Green Avenue, Rockcliffe Park, Ottawa
Tunney’s Pasture Redevelopment Plan, City of Ottawa, 2017.
234 O’Connor Street, Ottawa.
667 Bank Street, Ottawa.
Nelson House 442 Beaver Ridge Road, Ottawa.
551 Fairview Road, Rockcliffe Park Heritage Conservation District, Ottawa, Ontario.
283-285 McLeod Street, Ottawa, Ontario.
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